
Neighborhood Selection 
Process

Location: Swim Warriors does not guarantee travel to any neighborhood
every year. However, neighborhoods located in our main areas of travel
have the highest chances. 

Our range for travel depends on our seasonal team, which is why it can
differ year to year. Main areas of travel: Cumming, Dawsonville,
Dahlonega, Alpharetta (limited), Gainesville (limited)

Travel Minimum: Swim Warriors does not consider travel to neighborhood
locations that have less than four swimmers. We build neighborhood
schedules in the order of which locations have the most swimmers. 

Office staff needs to have the ability to stack neighborhood lessons
back to back. If a neighborhood meets the two hour (four swimmer)
minimum but their availability does not align, Swim Warriors will not
be able to travel there. Please keep this in mind when recruiting others
in your neighborhood to sign up with us. You might want coordinate
availability before filling out the registration form! This will heighten
the chances for travel to your location. 

Availability: The availability listed on the form is super important! We rely
on this heavily when selecting neighborhoods and building the schedules.

If the availability listed is not accurate, or if we are unable to stack
lessons with others, we may not be able to offer a schedule for your
swimmer. When in doubt, please list your maximum availability on the
form to give your family the best chances! Neighborhood schedules are
often built prior to sending out the dates and times to clients, which is
why the availability listed is so important. If the entire neighborhood is
built and then you turn down the schedule because your availability
changed or was not accurate, we may not be able to offer an alternate
schedule. 
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How to get Swim Warriors in
your neighborhood! 



Heighten your chances & help
 the scheduling process go smoothly.

Be aware of how many others plan to sign up in your
neighborhood before registration opens! We have a flyer that
can be posted to neighborhood Facebook pages (if allowed by
your HOA), to try and gain more interest. This flyer can be found
on our website, or it can be texted to you via our swim texting
line if desired. 
Know what order the residents in your neighborhood would like
their to have their lessons? List that in the extra information
section on the form! This will help scheduling go more smoothly
and avoid schedules having to be re-worked. 
Do not select days or time frames on the form that won’t work
for you. If you select the 2:00-4:00pm timeframe but can’t take
a lesson until 3:00pm, that needs to be specified on the form.
Clients that select the 7:00-8:00pm timeframe could possibly be
offered lesson start times as late as 7:30pm. 
Be sure to select your MAXIMUM availability on the form. Even if
your neighborhood talked about certain days to coordinate
availability, you can still select extra options. Its always helpful
for our scheduling coordinations to know your exact individual
availability!
Be aware of your neighborhood pool hours of availability.
Particularly in neighborhoods with a swim team as the hours for
swim lessons will have to occur after swim team practices. Not
knowing the availability for your neighborhood pool can cause
significant scheduling delays. 

How can you help?


